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### Title:
**People of the Philippines vs. Porferio Sosing**

### Facts:
On the early morning of August 28, 1974, Emilia Tinaya was murdered in her home in Julita,
Leyte,  suffering multiple  fatal  stab wounds.  The incident  was labeled as  robbery with
homicide due to the alleged theft of P5,000. Porferio Sosing, along with three others, was
charged with the crime. The trial in the Court of First Instance of Leyte resulted in Porferio
Sosing’s death sentence, acquittal for Alfredo Sosing and Alberto Tenebro, and a conviction
of robbery for Cresencio Culaban. Sosing’s appeal led to a Supreme Court review.

During the trial, key testimonies against Sosing were provided by Filomena Maurillo, the
victim’s ward, and Romeo Javier, the victim’s son-in-law. However, their credibility was
questioned  during  the  Supreme  Court  review,  highlighting  discrepancies  and
inconsistencies  that  cast  doubt  on  their  testimonies.

Upon initial investigation by the NBI, discrepancies between witness statements and their
accounts to the NBI officers indicated possible misidentification or inconsistencies in their
recollection of the event. Moreover, forensic evidence failed to link Sosing to the crime
scene  conclusively,  including  a  negative  result  for  the  presence  of  blood  on  Sosing’s
clothing  and a  mismatch  between his  fingerprints  and  those  found on  a  bloodstained
bamboo pole at the scene.

### Issues:
1. The credibility of witness testimonies against Porferio Sosing.
2.  The  admissibility  and  weight  of  the  extrajudicial  statement  of  Cresencio  Culaban
implicating Sosing.
3. The existence of a conspiracy between Culaban and Sosing.
4. The applicability of forensic evidence in confirming or negating Sosing’s participation in
the crime.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court acquitted Porferio Sosing, overturning the lower court’s decision. The
Court critically evaluated the credibility and consistency of the witnesses’ testimonies, the
procedural and substantive validity of Culaban’s extrajudicial confession, and the relevance
of  the forensic  evidence.  The discrepancies  in  witness  testimonies,  combined with  the
forensic evidence that did not match Sosing, led to the conclusion that the prosecution
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failed to establish Sosing’s guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.

### Doctrine:
The Court reiterated the doctrine that an extrajudicial confession is admissible only against
the confessant and is inadmissible against co-accused unless there is independent evidence
establishing  a  conspiracy.  Additionally,  it  highlighted  that  forensic  evidence,  such  as
fingerprints  and  blood  tests,  must  unequivocally  link  the  accused  to  the  crime  for  a
conviction.

### Class Notes:
–  **Witness  Credibility**:  Testimonies  must  be  scrutinized  for  inconsistencies  and
plausibility  against  the  backdrop  of  human  behavior  and  physical  evidence.
– **Extrajudicial Confessions**: Admissible solely against the declarant unless corroborated
by evidence of conspiracy.
– **Forensic Evidence**: Plays a critical role in either linking or distancing an accused from
the crime through objects or substances like fingerprints and blood.
– **Doctrine of “res inter alios nocere non debet”**: Embodies the principle that statements
made by one party cannot be used to the detriment of others who had no part in the
confession.
– **Misidentification**: Courts must guard against the risk of convicting on the basis of
misidentification.

Relevant Legal Statutes or Provisions:
– **Section 27, Rule 130 of the Rules of Court**: Regarding the admissibility of confessions.
– **People vs. Alegre, et al., 94 SCRA 109**: Reiterates the principle against the use of
extrajudicial confessions implicating co-accused.

### Historical Background:
This case emerged during a period in Philippine legal history where the country was under
Martial  Law (1972-1981),  triggering significant scrutiny and challenges regarding legal
processes, human rights, and the administration of justice. This context underscored the
judiciary’s role in upholding due process and the safeguarding of rights amidst heightened
political and social tensions.


